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	 Episode	1	 Episode	2	 Episode	3	 Episode	4	 Episode	5	 Episode	6	 Episode	7	 Episode	8	 Episode	9	 Episode	10	
Date	posted	on	FB	 26	Aug	17	 29	Aug	17	 01	Aug	17	 05	Aug	17	 01	Sep	17	 19	Sep	17	 14	Sep	17	 18	Sep	17	 21	Sep	17	 22	Sep	17	
Likes	on	FB	 274	 171	 65	 226	 246	 143	 112	 95	 123	 89	
Shares	from	FB	 57	 16	 2	 124	 34	 11	 11	 11	 18	 2	
Comments	on	FB	 14	 10	 0	 12	 17	 9	 4	 0	 11	 4	
Featured	by	ONP	 Yes	(1)	 No	 No	 Yes	(3)	 Yes	(1)	 No	 No	 No	 No	 No	
Shared	from	ONP	 164	 0	 0	 2820	 257	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	
Comments	on	ONP	 8	 0	 0	 111	 29	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	
Views	on	YT	(5	days)	 1263	 108	 123	 9784	 270	 201	 166	 135	 171	 107	
Likes-dislikes	on	YT	 21-0	 0-0	 3-0	 43-2	 4-0	 12-0	 0-0	 2-0	 3-0	 3-0	
Shares	from	YT	 14	 0	 1	 69	 2	 1	 0	 1	 4	 3	
Subscribers	on	YT	 5	 0	 2	 20	 0	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0	
Average	view	on	YT	 2:58	 2:54	 3:54	 4:44	 2:38	 4:48	 2:41	 2:47	 3:12	 4:02	
Viewed	1	min	on	YT	 48%	 42%	 42%	 51%	 38%	 48%	 43%	 53%	 47%	 36%	























































































































































































	 Views	 Likes	 Dislikes	 Likes	per	
views	
Episode	1	 10761	 101	 0	 0.93%	
Episode	2	 3117	 26	 1	 0.83%	
Episode	3	 2793	 31	 0	 1.11%	
Episode	4	 14594	 80	 3	 0.55%	
Episode	5	 1600	 20	 1	 1.25%	
Episode	6	 1110	 24	 0	 2.16%	
Episode	7	 1541	 13	 0	 0.84%	
Episode	8	 1988	 16	 0	 0.80%	
Episode	9	 2426	 14	 0	 0.58%	













































Episode	1	 19614	 3183	 16.23%	 3.14	 35.1	 62	 6	 4	 3	 3	
Episode	2	 20388	 3854	 18.90%	 3.28	 43.3	 74	 9	 6	 5	 4	
Episode	3	 31026	 4922	 15.86%	 4.55	 32.0	 114	 5	 4	 3	 3	
Episode	4	 17351	 2552	 14.71%	 6.00	 30.2	 47	 4	 3	 3	 2	
Episode	5	 25367	 3702	 14.59%	 4.37	 31.4	 95	 5	 3	 3	 2	
Episode	6	 14506	 2006	 13.83%	 5.15	 33.5	 46	 5	 4	 3	 3	
Episode	7	 14718	 2477	 16.83%	 3.27	 39.9	 45	 7	 5	 4	 3	
Episode	8	 13984	 2171	 15.52%	 3.41	 41.6	 49	 7	 5	 4	 3	
Episode	9	 16499	 2439	 14.78%	 3.58	 43.2	 56	 5	 5	 4	 4	































Episode	1	 23.97	 28.36	 17.24	 9.42	 5.65	 3.29	 12.03	 32.95	 57.96	 9.07	
Episode	2	 24.10	 27.86	 17.90	 8.82	 5.52	 3.34	 12.42	 31.44	 58.48	 10.06	
Episode	3	 25.07	 27.71	 18.00	 8.63	 5.85	 3.57	 11.15	 37.60	 54.38	 8.00	
Episode	4	 28.95	 28.09	 15.43	 10.18	 5.01	 3.56	 8.73	 34.87	 60.93	 4.19	
Episode	5	 25.25	 27.74	 16.26	 10.02	 5.07	 2.99	 12.64	 36.11	 54.64	 9.23	
Episode	6	 25.12	 29.36	 16.90	 9.52	 5.43	 3.04	 10.56	 34.84	 58.62	 6.53	
Episode	7	 27.41	 27.33	 16.39	 9.52	 6.09	 4.11	 9.12	 34.07	 59.50	 6.41	
Episode	8	 25.33	 27.17	 19.02	 9.07	 5.29	 3.86	 10.22	 38.73	 54.53	 6.72	
Episode	9	 25.33	 27.92	 17.63	 9.84	 6.43	 3.32	 9.51	 33.94	 59.65	 6.39	






































Episode	1	 69.14	 8.79	 1.91	 2.76	 2.79	 4.24	 10.33	 18.34	 53.75	 27.89	
Episode	2	 68.73	 9.13	 2.10	 2.90	 3.34	 4.22	 9.54	 17.56	 53.99	 28.43	
Episode	3	 63.20	 14.05	 2.60	 3.61	 3.94	 4.67	 7.90	 25.17	 59.04	 25.17	
Episode	4	 78.20	 8.43	 1.56	 2.23	 2.01	 2.82	 5.97	 12.57	 67.71	 19.71	
Episode	5	 64.70	 13.52	 2.43	 3.05	 3.51	 4.80	 7.91	 15.61	 58.31	 26.06	
Episode	6	 62.26	 13.16	 2.24	 3.09	 4.03	 5.03	 10.16	 15.70	 61.06	 23.23	
Episode	7	 60.59	 14.85	 2.13	 3.55	 3.35	 5.24	 10.25	 15.26	 62.41	 22.32	
Episode	8	 78.30	 8.79	 1.79	 2.30	 2.21	 2.62	 3.96	 16.81	 58.22	 24.96	
Episode	9	 58.42	 15.53	 2.58	 3.73	 3.97	 5.24	 10.49	 15.25	 62.68	 22.05	


























































































































































9:07	PM	 9:16	PM	 9:07	PM	 9:03	PM	 8:54	PM	 9:10	PM	 9:08	PM	 9:17	PM	 8:59	PM	 9:08	PM	
%	total	population	
watching	the	episode	
2.6%	 2.3%	 2.4%	 1.8%	 3.1%	 2.3%	 1.2%	 1.3%	 2.7%	 2.4%	
%	total	population	
watching	TV	at	the	time	
42.1%	 42.6%	 42.6%	 43.2%	 41.6%	 41.3%	 42.7%	 42.5%	 44.5%	 45.1%	
%	of	all	active	viewers	
watching	the	episode	
6.1%	 5.4%	 5.6%	 4.2%	 7.5%	 5.6%	 2.9%	 3.0%	 6.0%	 5.3%	
Total	number	of	viewers	
tuning	into	the	episode	
152.322	 124.238	 169.908	 147.638	 202.848	 141.529	 93.149	 81.160	 148.262	 143.662	
Average	number	of	
viewers	of	the	episode	
100.886	 90.555	 93.505	 71.382	 122.200	 90.195	 48.264	 50.295	 104.604	 94.519	
Average	%	of	episode	
viewed	by	each	viewer	
66.2%	 72.9%	 55.0%	 48.4%	 60.2%	 63.7%	 51.8%	 62.0%	 70.6%	 65.8%	
Rank	among	all	daily	
shows	of	any	type	
58/460	 66/460	 61/454	 84/465	 50/462	 68/462	 119/463	 113/463	 68/455	 77/455	
Rank	as	percentile	
among	all	viewers	
12.6%	 14.3%	 13.4%	 18.1%	 10.8%	 14.7%	 25.7%	 24.4%	 14.9%	 16.9%	
Rank	among	all	shows	
among	18-59	years		
51/460	 60/460	 79/454	 105/465	 69/462	 99/462	 176/463	 165/463	 68/455	 80/455	
Rank	as	percentile	
among	18-59	years	





























EPISODE	2	 97.399	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
EPISODE	3	 22.553	 21.256	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
EPISODE	4	 46.491	 39.380	 26.336	 	 	 	 	 	 	
EPISODE	5	 29.556	 35.299	 53.845	 40.105	 	 	 	 	 	
EPISODE	6	 28.631	 30.923	 30.516	 33.576	 96.774	 	 	 	 	
EPISODE	7	 17.532	 14.915	 20.214	 16.593	 31.562	 25.921	 	 	 	
EPISODE	8	 19.373	 13.404	 21.567	 17.681	 22.152	 22.315	 51.020	 	 	
EPISODE	9	 44.214	 44.303	 38.294	 50.505	 53.829	 35.670	 19.973	 13.322	 	









Sett ement S ze More than 5.000 nhab tants 53,32% 
Less than 5.000 nhab tants 46,68% 
Reg on Zagreb 39,38% 
North Croat a 16,92% 
S avon a 6,85% 
L ka  Banov na 9,80% 
Hrvatsko Pr morje 11,64% 
Da mat a 15,40% 
Income Low 12,56% 
M dd e 52,62% 
Upper 28,51% 
H gher 6,30% 
Sex Ma es 39,24% 
Fema es 60,76% 
Age' 4 9 2,75% 
10 14 2,24% 
15 19 0,85% 
20 24 0,77% 
25 29 0,67% 
30 34 2,64% 
35 39 6,02% 
40 44 5,75% 
45 49 7,33% 
50 54 5,29% 
55 59 9,59% 
60 64 13,87% 
65+ 42,23% 
Educat on  Nat ona y we ghted E ementary and no educat on 14,57% 
H gh schoo  42,24% 
Un vers ty and co ege 38,21% 
Spec f c Age Groups 10 17 2,70% 
18 24 1,17% 
25 34 3,30% 
35 49 19,10% 
TV sets 1 TV set 80,36% 
2+ TV sets 19,64% 
L fe sty e Unknown 7,51% 
Hard fe 10,17% 
Rout ne based 7,17% 
Fam y or ented 33,17% 
Loaded w th ob gat ons 8,54% 
Open m nded 15,74% 
Fun seekers 12,70% 
Soc a  C ass Rura  ower c ass (ret rement age 
househo ds) 9,14% 
Urban ower c ass (ret rement age 
househo ds) 15,06% 
Rura  m dd e c ass (fam y type 
househo ds) 31,61% 
Urban ower m dd e c ass (b ue 
co ar househo ds) 18,37% 
Urban h gher m dd e c ass (wh te 





























































































































































































































































































Episode	1	 2:58	 3:14	 0:16	
Episode	2	 2:54	 3:28	 0:34	
Episode	3	 3:54	 4:55	 1:01	
Episode	4	 4:44	 6:00	 1:16	
Episode	5	 2:38	 4:37	 1:59	
Episode	6	 4:48	 5:15	 0:27	
Episode	7	 2:41	 3:27	 1:46	
Episode	8	 2:47	 3:41	 0:54	
Episode	9	 3:12	 3:58	 0:46	






















































Episode	1	 2:58	 3:14	 6:04	
Episode	2	 2:54	 3:28	 5:48	
Episode	3	 3:54	 4:55	 8:27	
Episode	4	 4:44	 6:00	 9:35	
Episode	5	 2:38	 4:37	 8:54	
Episode	6	 4:48	 5:15	 9:54	
Episode	7	 2:41	 3:27	 4:29	
Episode	8	 2:47	 3:41	 5:29	
Episode	9	 3:12	 3:58	 6:29	
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RTL 2 KRV NIJE VODA - HRVATSKA DOKUMENTARNA DRAMA 11:52 1,5% 9,9% 60.624 
HTV2 SVIJET VRTLARA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 12:53 1,5% 9,2% 60.513 
HTV2 ZEMLJA LEDENJAKA - DOKUMENTARNI FILM 14:58 1,5% 8,7% 60.144 
RTL 2 TEORIJA VELIKOG PRASKA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 21:29 1,5% 3,6% 58.876 
HTV4 VIJESTI HRT4 14:59 1,5% 8,9% 58.662 
HTV2 U ISTOM LONCU - KULINARSKI SHOW 17:36 1,5% 7,3% 58.506 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 14:57 1,5% 8,9% 58.385 
HTV4 VRIJEME DANAS RH 15:09 1,5% 8,5% 58.220 
RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 19:31 1,5% 4,9% 57.575 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 14:39 1,5% 8,6% 57.511 
Doma TV CASTLE - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 17:10 1,5% 7,3% 57.493 
RTL HORVATOVI - HRVATSKA OBITELJSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 14:27 1,5% 8,5% 57.156 
RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 19:47 1,4% 4,4% 56.129 
RTL Kockica LOONEY TUNES - CRTANA SERIJA 19:24 1,4% 5,0% 55.422 
HTV1 GRANTCHESTER - BRITANSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 15:55 1,4% 7,3% 54.651 
RTL CSI: LAS VEGAS - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 23:19 1,4% 8,2% 54.064 
RTL Kockica LOONEY TUNES - CRTANA SERIJA 19:17 1,4% 5,1% 53.763 
HTV1 BEZ RACUNA SE NE RACUNA - IZVLACENJE NAGRADA 15:40 1,4% 7,4% 53.062 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 15:23 1,3% 7,5% 52.403 
HTV1 POGLED PREKO GRANICE - HRVATI U BIH  14:30 1,3% 7,8% 52.198 
HTV1 POTROSACKI KOD - INFORMATIVNA EMISIJA 14:03 1,3% 7,8% 51.742 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 15:10 1,3% 7,5% 51.720 
HTV2 ODMORI SE, ZASLUZIO SI -  HRVATSKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 18:21 1,3% 5,9% 51.191 
HTV2 ODJEK DINOSAURA - DOKUMENTARNI FILM 16:43 1,3% 6,6% 50.771 
Doma TV CASTLE - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 16:25 1,3% 6,6% 50.693 
RTL 2 DVA I POL MUSKARCA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 22:30 1,3% 3,9% 50.430 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 15:24 1,3% 7,2% 49.758 
RTL 2 
K.T.2: PRAVDA NA ZADATKU - DOKUMENTARNO KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 12:41 1,3% 7,7% 49.216 
RTL 2 CSI: MIAMI - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 15:20 1,2% 6,7% 48.614 
HTV4 POSLOVNE VIJESTI 14:33 1,2% 7,2% 48.307 
HTV2 SICILIJA S ALDOM I ENZOM - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 12:23 1,2% 7,7% 48.043 
RTL Kockica DOKTORICA PLISKO - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 11:02 1,2% 10,7% 48.001 
NovaTV NEMA REZERVACIJA - AMERICKO AUSTRALSKA KOMEDIJA 23:55 1,2% 13,4% 47.922 
	 164	
RTL 2 MODERNA OBITELJ - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:50 1,2% 9,1% 47.662 
HTV4 ZASJEDANJE HRVATSKOG SABORA - PRIJENOS 9:33 1,2% 8,8% 47.640 
Doma TV DJEVOJKE NA ZADATKU - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 15:35 1,2% 6,4% 47.397 
HTV1 KOD NAS DOMA - MOZAICNA EMISIJA 17:21 1,2% 6,0% 47.372 
RTL Kockica JAN I PIRATI IZ NIGDJEZEMSKE - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 10:36 1,2% 10,5% 46.786 
HTV2 RUKOMET - LIGA PRVAKA ( M ) - PRIJENOS - 1/2 19:01 1,2% 4,3% 45.944 
RTL Kockica LOONEY TUNES - CRTANA SERIJA 19:10 1,2% 4,5% 45.912 
RTL Kockica BEN 10 - AMERICKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 14:20 1,1% 6,7% 44.380 
RTL 2 MONK - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 20:35 1,1% 2,7% 44.055 
RTL Kockica MALI EINSTEINI - AMERICKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 10:11 1,1% 10,7% 43.872 
RTL 2 CURE BEZ LOVE - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:21 1,1% 5,9% 43.752 
HTV1 DOBAR DAN, HRVATSKA 15:00 1,1% 6,3% 43.613 
RTL Kockica KUNG FU PANDA - AMERICKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 16:15 1,1% 5,7% 43.263 
RTL 2 MODERNA OBITELJ - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 0:17 1,1% 10,3% 42.636 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 14:38 1,1% 6,4% 42.449 
HTV2 GLAZBENI SPOTOVI 19:42 1,1% 3,3% 42.160 
HTV4 VIJESTI HRT4 15:24 1,1% 6,0% 41.783 
RTL Kockica LUNA PETUNIA - AMERICKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 14:48 1,1% 6,2% 41.570 
RTL Kockica SOY LUNA - ARGETINSKA SERIJA ZA MLADE 11:27 1,1% 7,8% 41.544 
RTL 2 SUDNICA - SHOW 10:55 1,1% 8,8% 41.335 
RTL 2 CSI: MIAMI - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 14:24 1,1% 6,1% 41.049 
Doma TV ARROW - AMERICKA AKCIJSKA SERIJA 23:44 1,0% 8,2% 40.797 
HTV3 MIRIS BARUTA - AMERICKA SERIJA 13:30 1,0% 6,2% 40.791 
RTL 2 CURE BEZ LOVE - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:01 1,0% 4,1% 40.481 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 7:59 1,0% 8,0% 40.349 
RTL Kockica SKITALICA - PITALICA 14:33 1,0% 6,0% 40.335 
RTL Kockica MALI IZVIDACI - ZABAVNO EDUKATIVNA EMISIJA 16:40 1,0% 5,3% 40.288 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 16:15 1,0% 5,2% 40.063 
RTL CSI: LAS VEGAS - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 0:14 1,0% 10,4% 40.026 
RTL Kockica 
MIRACULOUS: PUSTOLOVINE BUBAMARE I CRNOG MACKA - 
ANIMI. SERIJA 15:27 1,0% 5,6% 39.973 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 19:49 1,0% 2,8% 39.937 
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RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 12:39 1,0% 6,3% 39.803 
HTV1 GRANTCHESTER - BRITANSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 23:47 1,0% 8,0% 39.732 
RTL Kockica ZAK STORM - FRANCUSKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 13:19 1,0% 6,0% 39.432 
Doma TV MUSKARAC, ZENA I DIVLJINA - REALITY SERIJA 17:58 1,0% 4,6% 39.137 
RTL 2 ZALAGAONICA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 17:34 1,0% 4,9% 39.097 
RTL Kockica LUNA PETUNIA - AMERICKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 14:37 1,0% 5,8% 38.737 
RTL SHOPPING KRALJICA - LIFESTYLE EMISIJA 13:15 1,0% 5,8% 38.378 
Doma TV NCIS: LOS ANGELES - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 14:01 1,0% 5,7% 38.375 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 15:58 1,0% 5,2% 38.374 
HTV1 BROOKLYN 99 - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:26 1,0% 5,2% 38.296 
RTL Kockica IDEMO U ZOO - ZABAVNO EDUKATIVNA EMISIJA 14:59 1,0% 5,7% 38.007 
RTL 2 MIKE I MOLLY - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 0:44 1,0% 11,2% 37.990 






NovaTV NAD LIPOM 35 12:48 2,3% 15,8% 91.265 
RTL NAJAVA RTL VIJESTI 16:29 2,2% 11,1% 85.051 
HTV2 OPROSTAJNO PISMO - AMERICKA DRAMA 13:27 2,2% 14,1% 84.844 
RTL 2 TEORIJA VELIKOG PRASKA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 21:49 2,1% 5,4% 81.274 
HTV1 VETERINAR ENGEL - NJEMACKA SERIJA  10:20 2,1% 20,6% 80.859 
RTL POGRESAN COVJEK  - HRVATSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 15:31 2,1% 11,5% 80.782 
RTL POGRESAN COVJEK  - HRVATSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 16:56 2,1% 10,0% 80.704 
HTV2 IZMEDU ZEMLJE I NEBA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 15:02 2,0% 12,2% 79.830 
HTV1 VRIJEME SUTRA HTV 17:14 2,0% 9,2% 78.842 
HTV1 BONTON 11:34 2,0% 17,4% 78.824 
HTV2 DOMOVINA - AMERICKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 22:52 2,0% 8,3% 78.207 
HTV1 VIJESTI U 5 16:59 2,0% 9,3% 78.115 
NovaTV DZUNGLA - AUSTRALSKO KOLUMBIJSKA AKCIJSKA DRAMA 23:58 2,0% 22,6% 78.022 
HTV2 ODMORI SE, ZASLUZIO SI -  HRVATSKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 18:23 2,0% 7,2% 77.685 
HTV1 HAK: PROMET INFO 17:15 2,0% 9,0% 76.866 
HTV1 HRVATSKA LUTRIJA - REZULTAT IZVLACENJA LOTA 21:05 1,9% 4,6% 76.366 
RTL 2 
K.T.2: PRAVDA NA ZADATKU - DOKUMENTARNO KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 13:03 1,9% 13,3% 75.842 
RTL 2 TEORIJA VELIKOG PRASKA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 21:24 1,9% 4,7% 75.038 
HTV2 U ISTOM LONCU - KULINARSKI SHOW 17:40 1,9% 8,1% 73.756 
RTL 2 
K.T.2: PRAVDA NA ZADATKU - DOKUMENTARNO KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 12:33 1,9% 12,8% 72.534 
HTV1 TV KALENDAR - DOKUMENTARNA EMISIJA 16:44 1,8% 8,7% 68.960 
HTV1 VIJESTI IZ KULTURE 23:16 1,7% 7,1% 64.808 
RTL SMRT U RAJU - BRITANSKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 12:32 1,6% 11,2% 63.799 
HTV1 DR. OZ - TALK SHOW 13:16 1,6% 10,9% 63.294 
RTL 2 DVA I POL MUSKARCA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 22:29 1,6% 5,0% 63.148 
RTL 2 KRV NIJE VODA - HRVATSKA DOKUMENTARNA DRAMA 11:51 1,6% 11,3% 62.558 
RTL 2 MONK - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 20:39 1,6% 3,8% 62.449 
HTV1 EKO ZONA - EMISIJA O EKOLOGIJI 11:08 1,6% 15,0% 62.247 
HTV1 POLA URE KULTURE - KULTURNO OBRAZOVNA EMISIJA 21:24 1,6% 3,9% 61.315 
HTV3 NASE MALO MISTO - DRAMSKA SERIJA 20:05 1,6% 3,8% 60.973 
RTL 2 DVA I POL MUSKARCA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 22:09 1,5% 4,1% 59.224 
HTV1 GRANTCHESTER - BRITANSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 15:55 1,5% 8,0% 59.185 
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RTL ANDRIJA I ANDELKA - SRPSKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:25 1,5% 8,9% 58.656 
HTV2 OBITELJSKI ZLOCINI - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 20:05 1,5% 3,6% 56.976 
Doma TV ARROW - AMERICKA AKCIJSKA SERIJA 23:51 1,4% 11,8% 55.499 
RTL SHOPPING KRALJICA - LIFESTYLE EMISIJA 13:38 1,4% 9,0% 54.258 
Doma TV MUSKARAC, ZENA I DIVLJINA - REALITY SERIJA 18:04 1,4% 5,3% 54.243 
HTV2 ISTINA ILI MIT 20:51 1,4% 3,2% 53.809 
HTV4 VIJESTI HRT4 15:00 1,4% 8,3% 53.310 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 19:50 1,3% 3,4% 52.179 
HTV4 VIJESTI HRT4 14:29 1,3% 8,5% 52.077 
HTV4 POSLOVNE VIJESTI 14:34 1,3% 8,3% 51.490 
NovaTV IN MAGAZIN 11:54 1,3% 9,1% 51.077 
RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 19:41 1,3% 3,5% 51.014 
NovaTV ZACIN LJUBAVI - TURSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 10:53 1,3% 11,7% 50.378 
RTL 2 CURE BEZ LOVE - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:00 1,3% 4,9% 50.337 
HTV1 KOD NAS DOMA - MOZAICNA EMISIJA 17:19 1,3% 5,8% 50.163 
RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 19:48 1,3% 3,3% 49.585 
HTV1 TV KALENDAR - DOKUMENTARNA EMISIJA 6:35 1,3% 32,1% 49.471 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 14:12 1,3% 8,1% 48.933 
RTL 2 ZALAGAONICA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 17:40 1,2% 5,6% 48.816 
HTV2 SVIJET VRTLARA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 12:53 1,2% 8,5% 48.131 
HTV4 VRIJEME DANAS RH 14:27 1,2% 7,8% 47.331 
HTV4 VRIJEME DANAS EU 14:11 1,2% 7,7% 47.199 
HTV1 POTROSACKI KOD - INFORMATIVNA EMISIJA 14:00 1,2% 7,7% 47.021 
RTL 2 SUDNICA - SHOW 10:55 1,2% 10,9% 46.670 
RTL 2 ZALAGAONICA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 17:06 1,2% 5,4% 46.037 
HTV4 VIJESTI HRT4 13:59 1,2% 7,4% 45.905 
HTV4 VIJESTI HRT4 18:00 1,1% 4,9% 44.570 
RTL 2 DR. HOUSE - AMERICKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 18:57 1,1% 3,4% 44.381 
HTV3 MIRIS BARUTA - AMERICKA SERIJA 13:35 1,1% 7,4% 44.286 
RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 19:34 1,1% 3,1% 44.112 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 14:58 1,1% 7,0% 44.016 
RTL Kockica KUNG FU PANDA - AMERICKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 16:19 1,1% 5,7% 43.944 
HTV4 VRIJEME DANAS EU 15:10 1,1% 6,8% 43.594 
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RTL Kockica LOONEY TUNES - CRTANA SERIJA 19:20 1,1% 3,2% 43.146 
RTL Kockica JAN I PIRATI IZ NIGDJEZEMSKE - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 10:36 1,1% 11,0% 43.088 
RTL Kockica MICKEY MOUSE - AMERICKI CRTANI FILM 10:11 1,1% 11,0% 42.697 
RTL 2 CURE BEZ LOVE - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:21 1,1% 5,8% 42.540 
RTL Kockica DOKTORICA PLISKO - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 11:01 1,1% 10,5% 42.379 
RTL Kockica LOONEY TUNES - CRTANA SERIJA 19:27 1,1% 3,1% 42.365 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 13:58 1,1% 6,9% 42.078 
RTL Kockica ZAK STORM - FRANCUSKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 15:53 1,1% 5,8% 41.716 
RTL 2 CSI: MIAMI - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 14:25 1,1% 6,7% 41.403 
RTL Kockica CRTEZ DANA 9:52 1,1% 11,3% 41.394 
RTL Kockica LOONEY TUNES - CRTANA SERIJA 19:13 1,1% 3,2% 41.067 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 14:38 1,0% 6,7% 40.627 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 16:13 1,0% 5,2% 40.583 
Doma TV LUDI ZA AUTIMA - REALITY SERIJA 19:14 1,0% 2,9% 40.156 
HTV4 VRIJEME DANAS RH 13:56 1,0% 6,5% 39.647 
RTL 2 VECERA ZA 5 - LIFESTYLE EMISIJA 10:28 1,0% 10,1% 39.454 
Doma TV LUDI ZA AUTIMA - REALITY SERIJA 18:55 1,0% 3,2% 38.801 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 13:53 1,0% 6,4% 38.625 
HTV2 OPROSTAJNO PISMO - AMERICKA DRAMA 23:45 1,0% 8,9% 38.346 
RTL Kockica 
MIRACULOUS: PUSTOLOVINE BUBAMARE I CRNOG MACKA - 
ANIMI. SERIJA 15:29 1,0% 5,8% 38.215 
HTV4 EUROGRADANI 14:49 1,0% 6,1% 38.010 
RTL 2 MODERNA OBITELJ - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:54 1,0% 7,2% 37.954 
RTL Kockica SUPER WINGS - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 9:38 1,0% 10,5% 37.626 








HTV2 NAGOVOR - BRITANSKO AMERICKA ROMANTICNA DRAMA 23:48 1,6% 14,1% 62.636 
RTL 2 
K.T.2: PRAVDA NA ZADATKU - DOKUMENTARNO KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 12:39 1,6% 10,2% 62.009 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 15:09 1,6% 9,1% 61.992 
NovaTV IN MAGAZIN 11:59 1,5% 10,2% 60.223 
RTL 2 TEORIJA VELIKOG PRASKA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 21:57 1,5% 3,8% 60.084 
HTV1 VRIJEME SUTRA HTV 17:14 1,5% 7,2% 59.690 
HTV3 NASE MALO MISTO - DRAMSKA SERIJA 20:05 1,5% 3,6% 59.236 
RTL Kockica DOKTORICA PLISKO - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 17:41 1,5% 6,8% 59.205 
HTV1 HAK: PROMET INFO 17:16 1,5% 7,0% 58.095 
HTV1 TV KALENDAR - DOKUMENTARNA EMISIJA 16:42 1,5% 7,4% 57.873 
RTL Kockica MALI IZVIDACI - ZABAVNO EDUKATIVNA EMISIJA 16:36 1,5% 7,4% 57.680 
RTL 2 ZATOCENI U INOZEMSTVU - DOKUMENTARNA EMISIJA 16:03 1,5% 7,5% 57.507 
RTL 2 DR. HOUSE - AMERICKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 18:55 1,5% 4,2% 57.207 
RTL Kockica KUNG FU PANDA - AMERICKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 16:11 1,4% 7,5% 55.831 
HTV1 DOBAR DAN, HRVATSKA 15:00 1,4% 8,4% 55.557 
RTL Kockica MICKEY MOUSE - AMERICKI CRTANI FILM 16:51 1,4% 6,7% 55.324 
RTL Kockica JAN I PIRATI IZ NIGDJEZEMSKE - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 17:15 1,4% 6,7% 55.183 
RTL 2 ZASTITA GRANICA: KANADA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 18:34 1,4% 4,7% 54.269 
HTV1 TV KALENDAR - DOKUMENTARNA EMISIJA 6:33 1,4% 29,4% 54.032 
HTV1 
FRANKIE DRAKE ISTRAZUJE - KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 15:53 1,4% 7,3% 53.904 
HTV1 KOD NAS DOMA - MOZAICNA EMISIJA 17:20 1,4% 6,2% 52.878 
RTL 2 CURE BEZ LOVE - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:24 1,3% 6,3% 51.794 
HTV2 
ZAVOLITE SVOJ VRT UZ ALANA TICHMARSHA - DOKUMENTARNA 
SERIJA 12:52 1,3% 8,3% 51.787 
RTL BLUE BLOODS - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 11:36 1,3% 9,5% 51.686 
RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 19:28 1,3% 3,5% 51.057 
RTL 2 ZALAGAONICA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 17:04 1,3% 6,1% 50.574 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 19:52 1,3% 3,2% 50.505 
HTV1 POTROSACKI KOD - INFORMATIVNA EMISIJA 14:01 1,3% 7,6% 50.241 
HTV2 CAROBNI BOTNICKI ZALJEV - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 16:44 1,3% 6,0% 49.523 
RTL Kockica MALI ZNANSTVENICI - ZABAVNO EDUKATIVNA EMISIJA 13:43 1,2% 7,3% 48.735 
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RTL 2 DVA I POL MUSKARCA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 22:36 1,2% 3,8% 48.428 
RTL 2 DVA I POL MUSKARCA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 22:17 1,2% 3,2% 47.903 
Doma TV LUDI ZA AUTIMA - REALITY SERIJA 19:17 1,2% 3,3% 47.399 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 14:11 1,2% 7,1% 47.374 
HTV1 BROOKLYN 99 - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:27 1,2% 6,0% 47.074 
RTL Kockica ZAK STORM - FRANCUSKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 15:48 1,2% 6,5% 46.968 
RTL Kockica JAN I PIRATI IZ NIGDJEZEMSKE - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 10:24 1,2% 10,5% 46.873 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 14:57 1,2% 7,3% 46.518 
RTL 2 ZALAGAONICA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 17:38 1,2% 5,4% 46.187 
HTV4 VRIJEME DANAS RH 14:10 1,2% 6,9% 45.971 
RTL Kockica CRTEZ DANA 9:41 1,2% 11,6% 45.721 
RTL BLUE BLOODS - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 10:41 1,2% 10,7% 45.546 
HTV2 TRAGOVIMA ISTRAZIVACICE - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 13:16 1,2% 7,2% 45.087 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 14:52 1,2% 7,1% 45.027 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 13:31 1,1% 6,8% 44.507 
RTL 2 VECERA ZA 5 - LIFESTYLE EMISIJA 10:28 1,1% 9,9% 44.247 
RTL Kockica 
MIRACULOUS: PUSTOLOVINE BUBAMARE I CRNOG MACKA - 
ANIMI. SERIJA 15:26 1,1% 6,4% 44.040 
HTV4 JAVLJANJE: MINISTAR GOSPODARSTVA DARKO HORVAT 14:57 1,1% 6,8% 43.672 
RTL Kockica BEN 10 - AMERICKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 14:11 1,1% 6,5% 43.366 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 14:38 1,1% 6,6% 42.849 
RTL METRO - AMERICKI AKCIJSKI FILM 23:31 1,1% 9,7% 42.601 
RTL Kockica SOY LUNA - ARGETINSKA SERIJA ZA MLADE 18:06 1,1% 4,0% 42.450 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 13:25 1,1% 6,4% 42.055 
RTL Kockica MALI IZVIDACI - ZABAVNO EDUKATIVNA EMISIJA 9:46 1,1% 10,1% 41.851 
RTL Kockica CAROBNI STAPIC 13:35 1,1% 6,5% 41.653 
Doma TV LUDI ZA AUTIMA - REALITY SERIJA 18:51 1,1% 3,2% 41.328 
RTL Kockica SUPER WINGS - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 9:27 1,0% 11,0% 40.874 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 15:05 1,0% 6,4% 40.732 
RTL 2 CURE BEZ LOVE - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:04 1,0% 3,9% 40.183 
RTL 2 ZASTITA GRANICA: AUSTRALIJA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 17:57 1,0% 4,1% 40.164 
HTV4 VIJESTI HRT4 14:29 1,0% 6,1% 39.655 
RTL Kockica MICKEY MOUSE - AMERICKI CRTANI FILM 9:59 1,0% 9,2% 39.517 
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RTL Kockica LOONEY TUNES - CRTANA SERIJA 19:20 1,0% 2,8% 39.052 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 14:21 1,0% 6,1% 38.968 
RTL 2 CSI: MIAMI - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 14:14 1,0% 5,9% 38.270 
Doma TV NAVY CIS - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 14:46 1,0% 5,9% 38.076 
HTV4 VIJESTI IZ SVIJETA 14:23 1,0% 5,9% 37.932 
Doma TV CASTLE - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 17:09 1,0% 4,5% 37.725 
NovaTV ZACIN LJUBAVI - TURSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 10:58 1,0% 8,5% 37.694 
RTL Kockica SUPER WINGS - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 9:15 1,0% 10,2% 37.638 








HTV1 EKO ZONA - EMISIJA O EKOLOGIJI 11:08 1,8% 16,2% 70.966 
HTV1 DR. OZ - TALK SHOW 13:16 1,8% 11,0% 68.931 
HTV1 HAK: PROMET INFO 17:15 1,7% 8,7% 67.567 
HTV2 ZEMLJE-LJUDI-PUSTOLOVINE - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 15:07 1,7% 9,8% 67.229 
HTV1 TV KALENDAR - DOKUMENTARNA EMISIJA 16:40 1,7% 8,6% 64.867 
HTV2 ISTINA ILI MIT 13:21 1,7% 10,6% 64.844 
NovaTV IN MAGAZIN 11:30 1,6% 11,6% 62.384 
NovaTV ZACIN LJUBAVI - TURSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 10:29 1,6% 14,8% 61.336 
RTL 2 DVA I POL MUSKARCA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 22:38 1,6% 5,2% 61.185 
RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 19:32 1,5% 3,8% 57.100 
HTV2 ISTINA ILI MIT 20:50 1,4% 3,4% 56.198 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 19:50 1,4% 3,5% 56.070 
RTL Kockica LOONEY TUNES - CRTANA SERIJA 19:18 1,4% 4,0% 55.905 
RTL 2 DVA I POL MUSKARCA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 22:18 1,4% 3,9% 55.595 
HTV1 DOBAR DAN, HRVATSKA 14:59 1,4% 8,1% 55.357 
Doma TV ZABORAVLJENI SLUCAJ - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 16:16 1,4% 7,3% 54.589 
Doma TV CASTLE - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 17:00 1,4% 7,2% 54.319 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 13:26 1,4% 8,3% 53.788 
RTL 2 SUDNICA - SHOW 10:55 1,4% 11,9% 53.747 
RTL Kockica KUNG FU PANDA - AMERICKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 16:14 1,3% 7,0% 52.802 
RTL Kockica LOONEY TUNES - CRTANA SERIJA 19:25 1,3% 3,7% 52.778 
HTV1 BROOKLYN 99 - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:27 1,3% 6,7% 51.064 
RTL Kockica CRTEZ DANA 18:59 1,3% 4,1% 50.708 
HTV2 TABU - BRITANSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 22:34 1,3% 4,6% 50.347 
RTL POGRESAN COVJEK - HRVATSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 14:38 1,3% 7,5% 50.114 
RTL Kockica SOY LUNA - ARGETINSKA SERIJA ZA MLADE 18:13 1,3% 4,8% 49.929 
HTV2 
ZAVOLITE SVOJ VRT UZ ALANA TICHMARSHA - DOKUMENTARNA 
SERIJA 12:58 1,3% 8,0% 49.482 
Doma TV DRAGULJI NA KOTACIMA - AMERICKA REALITY SERIJA 19:06 1,2% 3,6% 48.577 
RTL Kockica NASA MALA KLINIKA - HRVATSKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 19:55 1,2% 3,0% 48.575 
RTL SHOPPING KRALJICA - LIFESTYLE EMISIJA 13:38 1,2% 7,5% 48.483 
HTV1 KOD NAS DOMA - MOZAICNA EMISIJA 17:20 1,2% 6,2% 48.086 
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Doma TV CASTLE - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 0:29 1,2% 12,4% 47.712 
RTL SMRT U RAJU - BRITANSKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 12:31 1,2% 7,7% 47.697 
RTL Kockica BAKA PRICA NAJLJEPSE PRICE 19:05 1,2% 3,7% 47.551 
HTV1 TV KALENDAR - DOKUMENTARNA EMISIJA 6:35 1,2% 27,4% 47.527 
HTV1 
FRANKIE DRAKE ISTRAZUJE - KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 15:52 1,2% 6,4% 47.368 
NovaTV CUVARI ZAKONA - AMERICKI AKCIJSKI FILM 2:00 1,2% 22,5% 47.156 
RTL 2 CURE BEZ LOVE - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:09 1,2% 5,0% 47.036 
RTL 2 CSI: MIAMI - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 14:13 1,2% 7,1% 46.975 
RTL 2 ZALAGAONICA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 17:38 1,2% 6,0% 46.750 
RTL Kockica MALI IZVIDACI - ZABAVNO EDUKATIVNA EMISIJA 16:39 1,2% 6,2% 46.602 
RTL 2 DR. HOUSE - AMERICKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 18:54 1,2% 3,4% 46.545 
RTL Kockica 
MIRACULOUS: PUSTOLOVINE BUBAMARE I CRNOG MACKA - 
ANIMI. SERIJA 15:29 1,2% 6,6% 46.392 
RTL Kockica MR. BEAN - HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 20:56 1,2% 2,8% 46.169 
HTV4 ZASJEDANJE HRVATSKOG SABORA - PRIJENOS 11:55 1,1% 7,1% 44.929 
HTV3 MIRIS BARUTA - AMERICKA SERIJA 13:30 1,1% 6,8% 44.101 
RTL Kockica MUCKE - BRITANSKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 22:15 1,1% 3,1% 42.854 
RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 12:35 1,1% 7,0% 42.814 
RTL Kockica LOONEY TUNES - CRTANA SERIJA 19:11 1,1% 3,2% 42.784 
RTL Kockica DOKTORICA PLISKO - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 17:46 1,1% 5,1% 41.818 
RTL BLUE BLOODS - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 10:41 1,1% 9,7% 41.333 
RTL Kockica CAROBNI STAPIC 13:39 1,1% 6,6% 41.315 
RTL Kockica MUCKE: ROMANSA U PECKHAMU - BRITANSKA SERIJA 21:27 1,1% 2,6% 41.277 
HTV3 RAZGLEDNICE S BORNEA - PUTOPISNA EMISIJA 19:28 1,1% 2,7% 41.123 
RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 12:20 1,0% 6,8% 40.697 
RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 12:27 1,0% 6,7% 40.680 
NovaTV CUVARI ZAKONA - AMERICKI AKCIJSKI FILM 1:33 1,0% 16,0% 40.010 
RTL 2 CURE BEZ LOVE - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:29 1,0% 5,9% 39.831 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 15:09 1,0% 5,5% 38.396 
HTV1 BONTON 16:35 1,0% 5,1% 37.840 
RTL RUZNE RIJECI - AMERICKA KOMEDIJA 23:33 1,0% 7,8% 37.424 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 10:41 1,0% 8,6% 37.327 
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RTL Kockica MALI ZNANSTVENICI - ZABAVNO EDUKATIVNA EMISIJA 13:48 1,0% 5,7% 37.286 








RTL Kockica IDEMO U ZOO - ZABAVNO EDUKATIVNA EMISIJA 14:57 1,2% 7,3% 46.573 
HTV2 KRISKE SIRA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 13:01 1,2% 7,9% 46.244 
HTV2 METROPOLIS - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 15:09 1,2% 6,5% 45.024 
Doma TV CASTLE - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 0:29 1,1% 11,7% 44.767 
RTL 2 ZASTITA GRANICA: AUSTRALIJA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 17:58 1,1% 4,5% 44.060 
RTL 2 VECERA ZA 5 - LIFESTYLE EMISIJA 10:28 1,1% 9,7% 43.666 
Doma TV ZABORAVLJENI SLUCAJ - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 14:19 1,1% 6,8% 43.345 
HTV1 VELECASNI BROWN - BRITANSKA SERIJA 15:55 1,1% 5,7% 43.329 
HTV2 CHARLEY VARRICK - AMERICKI KRIMINALISTICKI FILM 23:43 1,1% 9,7% 43.223 
Doma TV U DIVLJINI SA BEAROM GRYLLSOM - REALITY SERIJA 17:38 1,1% 4,6% 42.493 
NovaTV ZACIN LJUBAVI - TURSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 8:25 1,1% 11,9% 41.836 
HTV4 VIJESTI HRT4 15:26 1,1% 6,1% 41.573 
HTV1 DOBAR DAN, HRVATSKA 14:59 1,0% 6,0% 40.899 
HTV1 BROOKLYN 99 - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:25 1,0% 5,4% 40.644 
RTL Kockica CRTEZ DANA 9:31 1,0% 11,1% 40.484 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 13:26 1,0% 6,6% 40.338 
HTV4 SJEDNICA VLADE RH - PRIJENOS 12:23 1,0% 6,7% 39.610 
RTL Kockica LUNA PETUNIA - AMERICKA ANIMIRANA SERIJA 14:44 1,0% 6,1% 39.449 
RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 19:31 1,0% 2,7% 39.298 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 15:32 1,0% 5,6% 38.836 
RTL Kockica DOKTORICA PLISKO - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 17:44 1,0% 4,4% 38.835 
RTL Kockica MICKEY MOUSE - AMERICKI CRTANI FILM 16:53 1,0% 4,8% 38.477 
RTL Kockica SUPER WINGS - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 9:16 1,0% 10,6% 38.277 
RTL 2 MODERNA OBITELJ - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:13 1,0% 4,4% 38.187 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 13:29 1,0% 6,2% 37.575 
RTL Kockica MALI IZVIDACI - ZABAVNO EDUKATIVNA EMISIJA 9:37 1,0% 9,9% 37.553 







Doma TV NCIS: LOS ANGELES - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 19:15 1,8% 4,4% 69.220 
NovaTV IN MAGAZIN 11:51 1,8% 11,2% 69.093 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 19:51 1,8% 4,1% 68.702 
RTL SHOPPING KRALJICA - LIFESTYLE EMISIJA 15:33 1,8% 8,7% 68.602 
HTV2 ODJEVENA DA UBIJE - AMERICKI TRILER 23:44 1,7% 14,9% 68.127 
RTL Kockica A JE TO - ANIMIRANI FILM 19:35 1,6% 4,1% 64.472 
RTL 2 DR. HOUSE - AMERICKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 18:55 1,6% 4,3% 63.970 
RTL HORVATOVI - HRVATSKA OBITELJSKA DRAMSKA SERIJA 14:29 1,6% 8,9% 63.890 
Doma TV CASTLE - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 16:50 1,6% 6,3% 62.297 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 13:40 1,6% 9,9% 62.183 
RTL 2 KRV NIJE VODA - HRVATSKA DOKUMENTARNA DRAMA 11:55 1,6% 9,9% 61.388 
RTL 2 
K.T.2: PRAVDA NA ZADATKU - DOKUMENTARNO KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 13:01 1,6% 9,9% 61.090 
HTV1 POTROSACKI KOD - INFORMATIVNA EMISIJA 14:03 1,6% 8,9% 60.784 
RTL 2 
K.T.2: PRAVDA NA ZADATKU - DOKUMENTARNO KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 12:37 1,5% 9,8% 59.303 
HTV1 DR. OZ - TALK SHOW 13:19 1,5% 9,4% 58.727 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 15:17 1,5% 7,7% 57.738 
HTV1 VIJESTI IZ KULTURE 23:15 1,5% 6,2% 57.621 
HTV1 TV KALENDAR - DOKUMENTARNA EMISIJA 6:34 1,5% 31,9% 57.375 
HTV1 POLA URE KULTURE - KULTURNO OBRAZOVNA EMISIJA 21:32 1,4% 3,2% 56.726 
Doma TV ZABORAVLJENI SLUCAJ - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 14:26 1,4% 7,8% 56.267 
RTL 2 DVA I POL MUSKARCA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 22:22 1,4% 3,6% 55.054 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 13:41 1,4% 8,4% 53.723 
HTV1 CERN: U POTRAZI ZA BOZJOM CESTICOM - DOKUMENTARI FILM 23:25 1,4% 6,9% 53.244 
RTL 2 SUDNICA - SHOW 10:55 1,3% 11,0% 51.819 
Doma TV MENTALIST - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKO DRAMSKA SERIJA 16:03 1,3% 6,1% 51.282 
Doma TV DRAGULJI NA KOTACIMA - AMERICKA REALITY SERIJA 18:52 1,3% 3,6% 51.068 
RTL 2 ZALAGAONICA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 17:38 1,3% 4,7% 51.005 
RTL 2 DVA I POL MUSKARCA - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 22:41 1,3% 4,1% 49.625 
RTL SMRT U RAJU - BRITANSKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 12:19 1,3% 8,0% 49.129 
HTV2 
ZAVOLITE SVOJ VRT UZ ALANA TICHMARSHA - DOKUMENTARNA 
SERIJA 12:30 1,3% 8,0% 48.913 
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HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 13:56 1,2% 7,6% 48.682 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 15:07 1,2% 6,7% 48.452 
RTL 2 CSI: MIAMI - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 14:21 1,2% 6,7% 47.647 
HTV3 MALA KUCA U PRERIJI - AMERICKA DRAMSKA SERIJA  18:05 1,2% 3,7% 47.546 
RTL 2 VECERA ZA 5 - LIFESTYLE EMISIJA 10:28 1,2% 10,0% 47.221 
HTV3 UBOJSTVO, NAPISALA JE - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 17:20 1,2% 4,3% 46.328 
HTV4 VIJESTI HRT4 15:00 1,2% 6,3% 46.036 
Doma TV CASTLE - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKA SERIJA 0:27 1,2% 12,0% 45.801 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 15:24 1,2% 6,2% 45.153 
HTV4 VRIJEME SVIJET DANAS 14:58 1,2% 6,1% 45.078 
HTV4 VRIJEME SVIJET DANAS 13:58 1,2% 7,1% 44.976 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 15:22 1,1% 6,2% 44.733 
RTL 2 MODERNA OBITELJ - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 23:11 1,1% 4,9% 44.649 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 13:32 1,1% 7,2% 44.102 
HTV4 VIJESTI HRT4 13:59 1,1% 6,8% 43.880 
HTV2 BITANGE I PRINCEZE - HRVATSKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 1:25 1,1% 15,5% 43.849 
RTL Kockica LOONEY TUNES - CRTANA SERIJA 19:13 1,1% 2,9% 43.768 
HTV4 POSLOVNE VIJESTI 15:56 1,1% 5,6% 43.116 
RTL Kockica SOY LUNA - ARGETINSKA SERIJA ZA MLADE 18:08 1,1% 3,3% 42.560 
HTV4 VRIJEME DANAS RH 15:55 1,1% 5,4% 42.209 
Doma TV U DIVLJINI SA BEAROM GRYLLSOM - REALITY SERIJA 17:36 1,1% 3,6% 42.076 
HTV4 STUDIO 4 - STUDIO 14:01 1,1% 6,2% 42.009 
NovaTV COKOLADNI GRAD - AMERICKA DRAMA 1:47 1,1% 17,1% 41.803 
HTV4 A SADA VLADA 15:29 1,1% 5,5% 41.262 
HTV4 POSLOVNE VIJESTI 14:53 1,0% 5,6% 40.892 
RTL Kockica DOKTORICA PLISKO - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 10:35 1,0% 8,5% 40.614 
RTL 2 ZASTITA GRANICA: AUSTRALIJA - DOKUMENTARNA SERIJA 17:57 1,0% 3,3% 40.439 
RTL 2 ZATOCENI U INOZEMSTVU - DOKUMENTARNA EMISIJA 16:04 1,0% 4,7% 40.405 
HTV4 BEZ KOMENTARA 14:56 1,0% 5,5% 40.138 
RTL Kockica DOKTORICA PLISKO - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 17:41 1,0% 3,6% 39.882 
HTV4 VIJESTI HRT4 14:31 1,0% 5,7% 39.704 
Doma TV MENTALIST - AMERICKA KRIMINALISTICKO DRAMSKA SERIJA 15:16 1,0% 5,3% 39.456 
HTV4 VIJESTI HRT4 15:24 1,0% 5,4% 39.386 
HTV4 REGIONALNI DNEVNIK 16:00 1,0% 4,8% 38.925 
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NovaTV ZAPOVJEDNI LANAC - AMERICKI AKCIJSKI FILM 2:00 1,0% 23,1% 38.908 
RTL 2 CURE BEZ LOVE - AMERICKA HUMORISTICNA SERIJA 0:05 1,0% 7,6% 38.837 
RTL 2 
ZLOCINACKI UMOVI - AMERICKO KANADSKA KRIMINALISTICKA 
SERIJA 13:25 1,0% 6,0% 38.665 
RTL Kockica JAN I PIRATI IZ NIGDJEZEMSKE - ANIMIRANA SERIJA 17:15 1,0% 3,7% 37.563 
RTL Kockica MALI IZVIDACI - ZABAVNO EDUKATIVNA EMISIJA 9:29 1,0% 9,1% 37.255 
HTV2 NAJPOZELJNIJI DONOR - NJEMACKA ROMANTICNA KOMEDIJA 1:57 1,0% 16,4% 37.160 
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